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It feels like we knitters wait forever for Fall to get here. It’s sometimes hard for us to explain to oth-
ers how much we pine for that first noticeable chill in the air. Or the first time we reach for a knitted 
cardigan. These are the signs of Autumn picking up her torch. It’s the time of year for us to take up our 
wools again and put our hands to good use. 

This Fall I’m joined by designers Leila Raabe and Michele Wang, both long-time friends of Brooklyn 
Tweed. Last Spring, I invited each of them to come aboard as members of the Brooklyn Tweed in-
house design team and, much to my delight, they each accepted. The three of us have been collabo-
rating on knitwear ever since.

As Brooklyn Tweed grows, I am continually reminded how important it is to have the right people to 
make good things happen. In terms of providing design support for our yarns, it’s been so energiz-
ing to develop the work as a team. We’re all hoping you enjoy the first handful of designs we’ve put 
together for you this season.

Tucked among the following pages you’ll find photographs of our 16-piece Fall design collection. We 
were thinking a lot about surface texture as we created this group, and you’ll see plenty of it within 
the designs. 

We’ve also striven to provide a variety of project sizes and commitment-levels, from a one-skein pair 
of textured mitts to garments for men and women, and plenty of hats scattered throughout. (There 
can never be enough of them in any Fall coat closet.) All designs are available now as digital down-
loads on www.brooklyntweed.net – see the Catalog section at the back of the look book for more 
pattern information and direct links to each of the individual designs. 

We are always so grateful to be able to share our creative work with you – thank you.

All my very best,
 
 

Jared Flood

outpost



MUIR 
garter stitch beanie, sideways construction, vertical ac-

cent stripe, contrasting brim // woodsmoke, nest & hayloft 

designed by Jared Flood



ASHBY 
textured triangular shawl, border-first construction, 
horseshoe cable detail, knit-purl patterned center, lace-
blocked // tent 

designed by Leila Raabe



BEDFORD 
cozy raglan pullover, relaxed fit, textured body, reverse stocki-
nette sleeve, wide crew neck, ribbed hem/trim, seamless con-
struction // sweatshirt

designed by Michele Wang



NINIAN 
thickly cabled tam or beanie (both versions included), cabled brim 
(tam), ribbed brim (beanie), warm fabric // embers, pumpernickel, sap 
(from left to right)

designed by Jared Flood



RANGER 
men’s long-sleeved raglan cardigan, seamless construction, 

slipped stitch waffle pattern, classic fit, stand-up collar, ribbed 
bands, horn buttons // long johns

designed by Jared Flood



LOCKHART 
textured mitts, twisted-stitch rib, smocking, traveling stitches, side-gore thumb, 
seamless, short and long versions included // homemade jam (left) & sap (right)

designed by Leila Raabe



TOPIARY 
long wrap/scarf, three sizes included, textured 
lace stitch patterns, fine cables, ribbed hem, lace-
blocked, luxurious size // woodsmoke (this page; 
wrap) & hayloft (at right; scarf ) 

designed by Michele Wang



NERO 
wide scarf with ruched cable texture, turned hems at each end, warm, 
squishy fabric, three lengths provided // soot 

designed by Jared Flood



TINDER  
long a-line cardigan, raglan yoke, waffle stitch texture on body, reverse 
stockinette sleeve, ribbed hem and cuffs, stand-up collar, ribbed bands, horn 
buttons, 5-piece construction // wool socks 

designed by Jared Flood



ROSEBUD 
garter stitch hat with large cabled braid, ribbed brim, concen-
tric crown decrease rings, two versions available // nest (slouchy 
version, this page); fossil (regular version, at right)

designed by Jared Flood



FLINT 
large horseshoe cable, gored thumb detail, 2-color braid, doubled hem in 

1x1 rib, integrated shaping, textured palms // woodsmoke w/ wool socks 
accent (large, at left); fossil w/embers accent(small, at right)

designed by Jared Flood



PEABODY
slim-fitting pullover, lace center panel, columnar lace sleeve 
detail, full fashioned shaping, 4-piece construction, deep 
ribbed hem/cuff, knuckle-length sleeve // embers

designed by Leila Raabe





HUXLEY 
norwegian colorwork vest, scoop neck, hourglass 
shaping, slim fit, one-piece construction, ribbed 

trim, steeked // tent 

designed by Jared Flood



BROOME 
textured hat and mitten set, allover basketweave 
cable, thick & warm fabric, ribbed trim // long 
johns 

designed by Michele Wang



IRVING 
cabled beanie, three lengths provided, ribbed hem 

flows directly into cable pattern, side cables split 
into rosette pattern for crown shaping // tent 

designed by Jared Flood



SOOT

THISTLE

SAP

SWEATSHIRT

HOMEMADE JAM

TENT

FOSSIL

LONG JOHNS

BUTTON JAR

WOODSMOKE

WOOL SOCKS

FADED QUILT

NEST

EMBERS

ALMANAC

PUMPERNICKEL

HAYLOFT

SHELTER 
100% TARGHEE-COLUMBIA WOOL

GROWN IN WYOMING, SPUN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

SHELTER is a worsted weight, woolen-spun yarn that is grown, pro-
cessed and spun in the USA. Our yarn comes in 17 hand-designed 
heather blends that make even the simplest fabrics sing.

140 yards/50g;  4 to 5½ stitches per inch

CLICK HERE TO VIEW OR PURCHASE SHELTER ONLINE

http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1&products_id=1


CATALOG
Click on any of the thumbnails below to purchase any pattern on the web

HUXLEY
JARED FLOOD 

33¼ (36¾, 40, 43¼, 46¾, 50, 53½)" garment 
circumference at bust
Suggested ease: +0-2”

Pattern PDF $6.50

ASBHY
LEILA RAABE 

66" wingspan, 33" height at spine; 
border-first construction; triangle

Pattern PDF $6.00

IRVING
JARED FLOOD 

Average adult short (medium, slouchy) versions
To fit head sizes 20-24½" 

Pattern PDF $5.50

BEDFORD
MICHELE WANG 

(34½, 36¾, 39) (41, 43¼, 45½) (47¾, 49¾, 54½)" 
garment circumference at bust
Suggested ease: +1-2" 

Pattern PDF $6.50

MUIR
JARED FLOOD 

Adult small (large)
To fit head sizes 18-22" (23-25")
18¾ (20)" circumference, unstretched; 7½ (8)" tall

Pattern PDF $6.00

FLINT
JARED FLOOD 

7¼ (8½)" relaxed circumference at palm, 8¾ (10¾)" 
long from cuff to fingertips

Pattern PDF $6.00

LOCKHART
LEILA RAABE 

Average adult female short (long) versions included
7" circumference at palm, unstretched; 7½ (9½)" length 

Pattern PDF $6.00

BROOME
MICHELE WANG 

Mittens: 8" hand circumference, 10" length
Hat: 24" circumference at widest point, 8” from top of 
crown to base of ribbing 

Pattern PDF $6.00

ROSEBUD
JARED FLOOD 

Average adult small (longer, slouchy) versions
To fit head sizes 20-23¾" 
22½" circumference at widest point; 7¼ (8¾)" height 
from base of brim to top-center of crown 

Pattern PDF $6.00

NERO
JARED FLOOD 

Short (medium, long) versions
62 (74, 86)" length & 6½" width; relaxed after blocking 

Pattern PDF $6.00

TINDER
JARED FLOOD 

31½ (34¼, 36¾, 39½, 42¼, 44¾, 47½)" garment cir-
cumference at bust, buttoned
Suggested ease: +1-2" at bust

Pattern PDF $6.50

NINIAN
JARED FLOOD 

Adult beanie (tam); both styles fit 20-24" head sizes 
19 (23)" circumference at widest point, 7¼ (8¾)" height 
from base of ribbing to top of crown

Pattern PDF $6.00

RANGER
JARED FLOOD 

38½ (42¾, 47, 51¼, 55¼)" garment at chest
Suggested ease: +2-4" 

Pattern PDF $6.50

TOPIARY
MICHELE WANG 

Scarf (medium wrap, large wrap) versions included
76 (76, 86)" length, 7 (13¼, 19½)" wide  

Pattern PDF $6.00

PEABODY
LEILA RAABE 

32¾ (35¼, 37, 39¾, 41½)" garment circumference at 
bust
Suggested ease: +0-2" 

Pattern PDF $6.50

http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=66
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=63
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=64
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=68
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=65
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=69
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=70
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=74
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=71
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=75
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=72
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=76
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=73
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=67
http://brooklyntweed.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=2_4&products_id=62


MICHELE WANG
Based in New York City, designer 
Michele Wang often finds herself 
thinking about the balance be-
tween comfort and trend in her 
work. Her garments have been 
featured in Vogue Knitting.

Contact Michele by e-mail at: 
michele@brooklyntweed.net

LEILA RAABE
Alongside her contributions to our 
design team, Leila works full-time 
in the offices at Brooklyn Tweed 
HQ. She lives in Connecticut with 
her husband Josiah, three ridicu-
lous cats, and a whole lot of wool.

Contact Leila by e-mail at: 
leila@brooklyntweed.net

JARED FLOOD
Jared is owner and creative director 
at Brooklyn Tweed. Accustomed 
to being the sole designer for the 
brand, he is thrilled to be working 
in such wonderful company.

Contact Jared by e-mail at:
jared@brooklyntweed.net

MEET THE DESIGN TEAM
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Many thanks also to our wonderful models: Maria, Lani, Matt, Tessa B. and Tessa S. for wearing all the wool so well.

Photography and styling by Jared Flood.


